A new year has arrived. Mykonos is still a beautiful and restful place. Our pools are sparkling blue, the sun shines down upon our grounds and the view of the Sea of Cortez remains amazing.

The owners on our Homeowners Association Committee are: James Renwick 202A, Ruth Joy 201C, Wayne Pasco 603C, Jeff Gavard 403 B and Cindy Tran 601 B. We owe them a thank you for working hard all season, keeping Mykonos beautiful, tranquil and special for all of us.

Gert has been collecting gym utilization statistics so the HOA can better serve you, the owners. When using the gym, please, SIGN IN using the CLIPBOARD. The HOA needs you to do this for each visit so they can better determine the gym users’ needs based on equipment use. We are blessed with a beautiful gym with good workout equipment. Try to remember to wipe down the equipment after each use. Fans and lights take electricity, if, no one is in the gym when you leave PLEASE turn off the fans and the lights. It is your dollars you are wasting when you forget to conserve electricity.
Unfortunately, some times we see people at our complex who are not obeying the rules. If you feel uncomfortable speaking to these folks go get the guard and ask that he speak to them. Reminder: If there is an issue with other people, in the complex, during evening hours, you may call security, instead of going down to speak with them. At night, the office phone, 412-0673, rings to the security guard.

The many varieties of palm trees on our grounds are part of the beauty of Mykonos. Your Home Owners Association Committee and our Management have been considering the trimming and general maintenance of our palms. They want to assure you, the owners, that the trees will be cared for in the BEST possible way for their health and well being. This is a desert climate, we are by the sea, the salt air and the Baja climate must be considered in the general maintenance of all our trees, bushes and plants. The HOA and the management have done their research. For those wanting to read about pruning palms here are a few links: http://www.ufei.org/files/pubs/sp0416.pdf  http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ep443  http://ag.arizona.edu/pubs/garden/az1021/az1021.html

Remember our pool furniture and umbrellas belong to all of us. If you see an umbrella up and no one is around take a moment and put it down. We lose umbrellas every year due to sudden strong winds.

REMEmber
Our annual meeting will be held
February 11, 2012 at 9:15 AM (first call at 9:00 AM).

MYKONOS CORNER
Welcome new owners, Mike & Giselle Norton in 303C.

Here in Baja Sur we have many interesting birds. Some are small song birds that thrive in both the desert climate and the Baja Sur vegetation.

The Northern Cardinal has a lovely song. It sounds like cheer, cheer, purdy, purdy. The Yucatan Flycatcher sings a haunting lyrical tune. It sounds like a sweet whistle followed by a cheep. The White Crowned Sparrow sings a single thin note followed by a low whistle.